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“A.I. LOVE U” by Karen Polinsky (“Ferblunjit,”2016 “Jellyfish Apocalypse,”2017, et al) finds the 
humor in the incursion of electronic media into our daily lives as a young hipster negotiates his 
dating life.  
 
“The Justice Part” by Jeffery Brown (“Spreadsheet Me” 2017) depicts an intense meeting of a 
lawyer and an ex-con to explore the ethical and moral ground of rage, victimhood and revenge. 
 
“Henri's Return” by Avery Gori, in her first published play, pokes fun at the family unit as seen 
from the viewpoint of its youngest and most sensible member. 
 
“If the Shoe Pinches ” by Connie Bennett (“That Undiscovered Country,” 2012 “Assigned 
Blessing,” 2013) summons the comedy as well as the drama in a pair of related trailer-mates 
evicting an unwanted prodigal father.  
 
“Oblivion” by Paul Lewis 
Paul Lewis (“Memories of the American Occupation,” 2017, “One Night at the Hotel Barbary” 
2016, et al) has conjured the troubled conversation between a priest and a tourist in Buenos 
Aires and the recollection of a long past romantic tryst that may have ended in violence. 
 
INTERMISSION 
 
“The Kevin” by Rob Burke 
Rob Burke (“a.d.a.m.,”2016, “Second Chance,”2015) studies how artificial intelligence will 
increasingly invade our lives, for good or bad, whether we are ready or not, and probably with 
devastatingly humorous repercussions.  
 
“The 18th Hole” by Bruce Pemberton, in his first play for an I.T. Festival, reveals a young man 
tenderly navigating the approaching senility of his grandfather as they bond on the golf course. 
 
“Good Stuff” by James E. Anderson III (“Red or Black,”2016, “The Royal Deluxe”2017, et al) 
delivers a sharp observation of sibling rivalry opening old wounds in the unassuming detritus of a 
yard sale. 
 
“Joint Questioning” by Miranda Ray (“Benchwarming” 2015), upends the police procedural in this 
slapstick revision of the common interrogation scene, forcing us to confront the question: who 
really is the good cop, and who is the bad.  
 
“The Last Bride of Ansbruk Village” by Aleks Merilo (“Bloody Mary” 2017) derives from the true 
story of a prisoner of war in Washington State whose comrades stage his wedding to his 
sweetheart in his home village, a world away. 


